A O-design for given integers k, t; k> t;. 0 is a family of k-subsets {F" .. Fm} along with rational numbers 0', . . . am such that for any t-element set G, }:GI:F; aj =0 holds. We prove that if c: 1), ... , (k~~~ J have a common divisor d which does not divide aj than 3i' such that
INTRODUCTION
Let X = {Xl> X2, ••• , xn} be a finite set of n elements. For an integer k, O:s;; k:s;; n we denote by (~) the k-subsets of X Further we denote by V(n, k) the free vector space generated by the elements of (~) over the rationals, i.e. V (n, k) is consisting of all the formal rational linear combinations of k-subsets of X We will also think of an element 
DEFINITION. An element of V(n, k) is a O-design if for every G E (~) the following holds
Obviously the O-designs form a subspace of dimension (;) -(;) of V(n, k). We say that the O-design JI = I aFF is primitive if all the aFs are integers and their g.c.d. is 1.
Notice that for every O-design there exists a unique rational number c such that CJl is primitive. The simplest O-designs have the following form Such O-designs are called basic. Graham, Li and Li [8] exhibited a basis for the space of all O-designs consisting of basic O-designs. We shall only use the following corollary (which was first proved by Graver and lurkat [9] ). COROLLARY [8, 9] The case 1=0 is contained in Erdos-Ko-Rado [3] . The case 1= 1 was already earlier conjectured by Erdos and S6s (cf. [2] ) and it was proved by Frankl [4] . Frankl [5] 
Notice that the condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied for all k ~ 3 if 1= 1 also if k -I is a prime power and k> 2/. In [1] Erdos also asked to determine m(l, n) = max{I;g;I:;g; £ 2
x IF n F'I;c I for every F, F' E S1. For 1=0 trivially m(l, n) = 2 n -1 and m(1, n) was determined by Frankl [6] , who made the following conjecture:
Here we prove 
if n + I is even.) In the case 1=0 there are many ways to have equality in Katona's inequality. However, for I ~ 1, Katona proved that the only families which achieve equality are the following.
(a) n+ I is odd and
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We start with a lemma. 
Notice that i = k -t -1 corresponds to the basic O-designs in which Fo occurs as a term, and it has coefficient 1. Thus (1) 
is the free vector space of all the formal rational linear combinations of t-subsets of X. Let us associate with every FE 31' a vector
O<;;F,!O!=t
As dim V(n, t) = (;) the first statement of Theorem 2 will follow if we prove that the Let q = pO be the prime power which divides k -I = t + 1 but which is greater than 1= k -t -1. Then it is easy to check that piC: 
